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ReflowR, One-page simple quick start:
To avoid burns - Always treat the surface as hot.
To cancel and cool to 60°C press the button once.
To hold the current temperature for 5 minutes press the button twice
To reflow, press the button 3,4 or 5 times (try 5 first) for lead solder or, 6 or 7 times for lead free
solder.
While hot , or heating the Reflowr will beep every few seconds.
To download the alpha release of the android app you will find a link on www.reflowr.com .
Test PCB: To make a quick test, you can build the little flasher.
You can watch the Quick start video: ( http://www.reflowr.com/docs.html )

100+ Supplied parts:
2 of PCB
4 of LED(0603) is the only part with orientation.
4 of 10UF(0603) is just brown.
4 of A06(sot23) transistor
4 of 1K(0603) is marked 102,
4 of 39K(0603) is marked 393,
CR2032 Battery
Battery holder
Extra parts:
20 of 100nF or 1uF(0603) grey,
20 of 4k7(0603) is marked 472,
20 of 12K(0603) is marked 123,
20 of 47K(0603) is marked 473,
Tools/Materials
Stencil
Tweezer
Squeegee.
2 of scrap PCB – for making pasting frame
Flux Cleaner
Solder Paste

Safety
User Safety
Always treat the surface as Hot. Temperatures above 70°C can cause severe burns.
Temperatures over 140°C WILL cause severe 3rd degree burns. Never use your finger tips or
the palm of the hand to touch the surface to check if it is hot. Unless operating in silent mode
the ReflowR will beep a warning every 10 seconds when the temperature is above 60°C, when the
temperature rises above 140°C it will beep every 4 seconds. When the heater is active the beeper
will beep more rapidly. Beware it is possible to disable the beeper in the configure menu, so Always
treat the surface as Hot, be careful. In case of burns seek first aid and medical attention.

References:
http://mathscinotes.com/2016/05/temperature-limits-for-handling-electronics/

Insulation Material Safety
Considering the history of asbestos, some users expressed concern regarding the insulation material.
The insulation in the ReflowR is mineral wool, The data sheet states “The weight of the scientific
research shows no association between exposure to mineral wool fibres and respiratory disease or
cancer in humans” - Page 12/13
http://www2.owenscorning.com/literature/pdfs/oc_epd_naima_light_density_min_wool_board.pdf )

Mains Power Safety
Never connect a 120V ReflowR to 220V AC Mains. The ReflowR draws 15A peak current thus
should be connected directly to a AC mains outlet with a 15A 3 core cord. Do not connect via a long
extension cord or multi-plugs.

Network Security Safety
Keep the ReflowR powered off when not in use, the protocol is totally open at the moment so you could easily
crack the protocol, in fact I am actually going to publish it soon. This is security by rarity / low duty cycle. In
future I will enhance the security.

Manual Operation
After power on, the ReflowR will remain idle. Pressing the red button repeatedly with no pause will
start the corresponding program.
When the ReflowR heats the first few times there may be a small amount of odour or fumes coming
from the residue of the laser film or cleaning materials. This is normal.
At any stage of the program you can press the red button once, and the ReflowR will cancel the
program and start to cool to 60°C. When already cooled it will preheat the ReflowR to 60°C.
To reflow, press the button 3,4,5,6 or 7 times (try 4 first). If the ReflowR is cold it will first preheat
to 60°C before starting the reflow cycle.
Program
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Function
Cool or pre-heat to 60°C
Rework, hold at the current temperature.
Low-melt solder
Medium-melt solder
High-melt solder
Higher-melt solder
Highest-melt solder
Bake
User program 9
User program 10

Auxiliary thermocouple
The optional Auxiliary thermocouple can be used to monitor the temperature of a device. It must be
electrically insulated from the plate using some Kapton tape of similar.

Clamps
The clamps can be used to hold down a large PCB that tends to warp, or if a large IC moves the
PCB when you try and rework it.

Assisted cooling
The ReflowR will beep 3 seconds to indicate when the cooling phase starts. The normal cooling rate
is 0.25°C/s, this is adequate for most applications, but it can be accelerated by placing a desktop
external fan that could increase cooling to as much as 0.5°C/s. Few applications require very fast
cooling (> 4°C/s ), in which case the PCB must be moved manually from the hot plate onto an
adjacent cool surface.

Double Sided boards
The ReflowR was not designed for full double side populated boards. Try and avoid double sided
boards as double sided production is more costly. Sometimes it is unavoidable, like for keeping
decoupling caps close to a micro. I keep only those caps on the other side, and if you use the preheat
function of the ReflowR and just zap them with a bit of hot air, it works reasonably well, but you
are not going to build the equivalent of a Raspberry Pi on a ReflowR.

LCD Display

Smart Operation
Installing the Android App
Currently the Android app is Alpha version so it is not searchable in the play store, to download if
from the play store you must follow the link from http://www.reflowr.com/docs.html .
The minimum Android version is Lollipop (5.0)

Connect to the ReflowR
From your Android phone, hold down your WIFI button it will show you available
networks, select and connect to the ReflowR as the network (there is no password).
Now the ReflowR and its serial number will show in the app.

Firmware upgrade
If the firmware is older than what it should be the app will pop
up and warn that the firmware should be updated. Remove the
ReflowR power, Hold the red button while applying the power,
then release the button. You will notice the Red LED flashes fast
(5hz), this indicates the ReflowR is in firmware upgrade mode.
Now select “Firmware upgrade” from the menu and the upgrade
will proceed. The blue led in the WIFI nub will flash or light on.
When done the ReflowR will reboot and the LED will flash
normal.

Joining your WLAN
After your app connects to the ReflowR, you can have the
ReflowR join your WLAN. Select “Join WLAN” from the menu,
then select the SSID and set the password. Reconnect your phone
to the WLAN and restart the app. The benefits of having the
ReflowR connected to your WLAN is that you can use your phone
to access the internet and the ReflowR at the same time, also the
ReflowR will get its real time clock from the internet.
You can watch the Quick connect video:
( http://www.reflowr.com/docs.html )

WLAN troubleshooting
Some routers by default have "user isolation" on which would block your phone to
ReflowR connection. For example on a D-link menu look for Advanced->Advanced
wireless->SSID->User Isolation. You should also look at the DHCP client list and see
if it actually logs on (it will be listed as ESP_?????).

Auxiliary Thermocouple
The auxiliary thermocouple must be electrically isolated from the plate with some
Kapton tape or similar and will show up as T2(Green) in the graph.

Basic UI
The home screen will show a status and graph of the temperature progress, either live or a history
record.
The android main menu – gives access to Settings, Calibration,
History and Profiles.
Program start menu – at the bottom of the screen starts a profile
program.
Graph Touch context menu – When showing the live record the
touch menu will show the start profile program menu.
Graph Touch Hold context menu – gives access to delete a record
or to “copy” the reflow data so it can be pasted into a spreadsheet.
Swipe up give access to the profile settings
Swipe down give access to the history log settings
Swipe left and right – moves between historical log entries.

Calibration
Required accuracy
The tolerance for most reflow applications is quite wide, and the ReflowR profiles will comfortably
fall within the profiles (except for cooling), as depicted in the graph.

Heater power calibration
The ReflowR cannot detect the mains AC voltage, and as this voltage
changes by region, it may be needed to adjust the power manually.
There is a setting for Ramp Power factor and tracking power factor. If you
need to adjust, increase or decrease each by 10% until a desired
over/under shoot is observed.

Thermocouple calibration
The thermocouple circuit is calibrated to within +-5°C during the

manufacture process, if you need more accurate calibration or
you suspect the calibration needs to be redone then follow this
procedure:
Optionally attach the optional auxiliary thermocouple to the
plate with some Kapton tape ensuring electrical isolation
between the thermocouple and the centre of the plate. On the app menu->Calibration
press “Cal 80°C”, the RefowR will bring the plate to the internal un-calibrated 80°C,
after about 5 minutes when the RefowR app indicates the temperature is at 80°C,
measure and note the centre of the surface temperature using an external meter, also
note the temperature T2 as shown in the RefowR app. Next press “Cal 180°C” and
repeat the measurement. Now capture the four values into calibration screen. Then
you can use the verify buttons to check the accuracy at 80°C and 180°C, again ensure
the temperature is stable for at least 5 minutes.

Custom profiles
Available from the main menu or by up swiping the graph.
You can override any of the main profiles 3 to 10, and also set 10 phone
based profiles. Each set-point specifies the target temperature, the
duration which is the total duration from the start of the ramp to the end of
the cycle. The ramp% sets how quick the ramp will rise. Once the
program is done it will start cooling.

History
Available from the main menu or down swiping the graph.
Swiping the graph left or right to navigate between old records.
The ReflowR stores 32 history records in its own EEPROM memory. If
connected to the internet the ReflowR will get its real time clock

from the internet. When you connect your phone app to the
ReflowR it will also update the real time. If the ReflowR does not
have the real time it will show the time of the reflow as “Sometime”.
When you open the history window the phone app will slowly start
downloading the history that is not already in the phone’s database. You may need to be patient to
access the record you are looking for.
You can show the record on the main screen by touching the record.
You can hold on the record you will get a context menu where you
can delete older records.

Troubleshooting
WLAN troubleshooting
Some routers by default have "user isolation" on which would block your phone to ReflowR
connection. For example on a D-link menu look for Advanced->Advanced wireless->SSID->User
Isolation. You should also look at the DHCP client list and see if it actually logs on (it will be listed
as ESP_?????).

ICSP Flashing the Bootloader
Requires a microchip comparable ICSP tool such as the PICKit2 or ICD3 or newer.
Download bootloader hex file ( http://www.reflowr.com/Download/MMBootloader.X.productionbl2.hex )
Remove the PCB
Unscrew the bottom long M6 machine screw(s) to loosen the heater assembly. Pull out the heater
assembly. Take note of the orientation and position of the power connector. Disconnect the heater
power cable and thermocouple from the PCB. Drill out the 2 pop rivets on the side, (leave intact the
2 rivets next to the IEC power plug). The PCB would now be loose. Take care the case is
overlapping and very close to the WIFI PCB watch the WIFI PCB closely and carefully remove the
PCB assembly. Keep the Ribbon cable and fan connected.
Attach the ICSP tool

Examine the image above and the PCB and the ICSP tool documents and hook up the programmer
to GND, 3V3, MCLR, PGMC, PGMD.
For Large ReflowR ONLY, if not already fitted, fit a link or low value resistor (<100R) between A4
and GND pads, For smart ReflowR this link must NOT be fitted.
Take care, there are exposed mains voltage lines at the bottom of the PCB. Power up the PCB from
the IEC cable.
Use the MPLAB IPE program (Not the MPLAB X IDE).
Check it shows the Tool.
Select the Device as PIC32MM0064GPL036. Click “Apply”

Click “Connect”.
Check the software recognises the chip. :”Target device PIC32MM0064GPL036 found. Device ID
Revision = B0”.
Click “Production Mode", then tick "Allow Export Hex".
Click Operate", then “Read”, then File->Export->Hex, Save to a file and email that file to Lafras for
analysis.
Click “Erase”
Select File->Import->Hex and select the downloaded hex file.
Click “Program” - Expect “Programming/Verify complete” message
The LED should flash fast indicating the boot loader is running. Connect with Android APP and do
a firmware upgrade from the APP.
Re-assemble and test.

Revision history
V1.00 First draft of Version 1.
V1.01 Added troubleshooting
V2.01 First draft of Version 2 – added LCD- removed Brickup.

End of document

